
UNLEASH  
THE POWER OF TEAM 

 
 



DEMO:  2 TEAMS (APPROX 8 PERSONS EACH) 
 
 

•  Lower the tent pole 

•  Communication 

•  Help each other be accountable (without blaming) 

•  Growth mindset:  Be excited to learn new skills 
and support one another in that effort. 

 



UNLEASH THE POWER OF TEAM 
Unified 

•  “Me first!” …  turns to “We first” 
•   Strive to take everyone across the 

finish line together  (e.g., Lynne Cox  
as teen in Catalina Channel) –  
letting go of EGO! 



 

 
 

•  The fist  --  “Five as One” versus “Five Ones” 

•  Help each other to sustain high levels of effort, especially 
during difficult moments 

•  Loyalty to each other during difficult times 
 
 
 
 



UNLEASH 
•  Now & Here  

•  Full commitment 

•  Focus is a skill 

•  Here fully in practice/
meets 

•  Stash or trash probs 



UNLEASH 
•  Loud 

•  Your teammates need to hear you 

•  Loud is positive.  Not yelling in frustration. It is staying 
CONNECTED to your coach & teammates 

•  “I’ve got you” is the main message 

•  Both on and off the field. 

•  Give away the credit (value team success over individual 
glory) 



UNLEASH 
•  Embrace effort  
•  How much effort you put in is totally up to you (e.g., 50-50 ball) 

•  So, embrace full effort. Training is mostly mental!  Work harder than all 
the other teams, and love it! 



UNLEASH 
•  Action-focus 

•  Action vs. outcome…   Process vs. destination 

•  It’s what you do when others aren’t looking (sleep, nutrition, off-season) 

•  Allows you to view adversity as a chance to learn and excel 

 

Walls.  “The brick walls are there for a reason. The brick walls are not there to 
keep us out. The brick walls are there to give us a chance to show how badly we 
want something. Because the brick walls are there to stop the people who don’t 
want it badly enough. They’re there to stop the other people.” 



UNLEASH 
•  Step out 

•  Step out of your comfort zone 

•  Work on your weaknesses 

•  Use deliberate practice techniques.  Work on receiving 
(welcoming!) critical feedback from your coaches and 
teammates. 

•  Prepare yourself mentally for practice (as opposed to 
just showing up, which is comfort zone) 



UNLEASH 
•  Unified 

•  Now 

•  Loud 

•  Embrace effort 

•  Action-focus 

•  Step out 

•  Here 


